Hand Paper-making
Paper appeared in China around 100AD. By the time Gutenberg started printing 1300 years later, it was a well-established
material, though because books were very expensive handmade objects, vellum and parchment were more often used in
making them, because they were more durable. Gutenberg
printed his Bible in editions on paper and on vellum, to match
the current practices. With the rise of printing, the volume of
material needed (and the production of more ephemeral
items) meant that paper was the more suitable medium.
Hand made paper was (and still is usually) much
rougher and thicker than modern machine-made papers. It is
made by dipping a wooden frame (the mould) covered in a
wire mesh into a tank of vegetable fibres suspended in water
and lifting it out so that the water drains through the wire and
leaves a weak wet sheet of fibres on the mesh. A wooden
frame (the deckle) round the edges keeps the pulp from spilling, and is lifted off after the sheet is formed. The mould is
then turned over and pressed (slightly rolled) onto a felt,
transferring the sheet. A pile of felts are then squeezed in a
press to remove much of the water, and then the sheets
peeled off to hang up and dry.
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While hand making of paper has been an industry for centuries, and still operates on a small scale, it has also always been a
creative craft, and many hand made papers are most unusual, with
whole leaves, threads, coloured fibres, patterns of holes or variations in thickness, and other eccentricities. The pulp used is usually made from the more durable cotton and linen fibres, rather
than the wood pulp used in machine-made papers, and the paper
is not only stronger, but less likely to discolour or weaken with
age, as the strong bleaches & other chemicals used in industrial
processing of wood fibres are not needed.
As the mould is lifted out of the vat of pulp the papermaker
gives it a horizontal shake to try to get the fibres to lie at random.
This gives the paper uniform properties in all directions. When the
deckle is removed, the edge of the sheet is left slightly irregular,
and thinner, and this is a proper deckle edge, once commonly simulated on fashionable tickets & invitations by a crinkled-cut edge.
The finished sheets have a slight difference in surface texture on the two sides, the top side and the wire side, and printers will
normally use the top side for the most important pages of work.
(The same difference occurs in machine-made paper unless it is
coated.) If the wire mesh was a simple woven one, the paper was a

wove, if it was parallel wires with wider-spaced supports at
right-angles, it was a laid paper. The sheets can be hot-pressed
afterwards to smooth them.
Hand made paper sheets are limited in their maximum
size by the strength of the paper maker: lifting a mould out
of the vat is heavy work once a sheet is much larger than this
one. Today, most hand made paper is used by artists, or for
craft work. A semi-mechanised version of hand papermaking is used for some commercial-scale production, and is referred to as mould-made.
A watermark is left on the sheet by a wire pattern sewn
onto the wire mesh of the mould. The paper is left slightly
thinner by the wire, and the pattern shows up when the sheet
is held up to light. The watermark on banknotes is a more
sophisticated variation on this. The various designs of watermark gave their names to the traditional paper sizes (such as
Crown).
Below left: Woodcut of a hand papermaker, with the pulp being
beaten by a mechanism driven by a waterwheel and a screw press for removing excess water in the background. Centre: a mould and deckle.
Right: a small-press book printed on paper hand-made by the printer.
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